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Creation and the Crayon
by Annette Bochenek
Encased in a cardboard container,
bedecked in green, in yellow,
in tow with the freckled girl,
boasting bright bows in braided hair.
Plucked from the box of ninety-nine,
surrounded by blank walls and halls,
my cerulean self selected, as
she becomes taller on tiptoes.
Dragged from wall to floor,
I trace, she trusts, we transform.
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Choreographer
by Laura Little
lemon ripples across my body as my limbs
widen and arch in waves
that splash against the walls, the water spewing
into the eyes of My choreographer.
a glass wall reflects Her back.
She squints Her eyes as the water
almost obscures Her vision,
but they open wider,
as the colors appear more vibrant.
lavender winds around
My shoulders as the elbow jerks,
the head swings
flirtatiously as My knee
pivots and I spin
a pirouette carving
a black hole
in the sea.
I root my feet in the floor,
My arms and hands acting like vines,
itching My nose, yet eyes can see
The choreographer look on,
discovering Her own universe
in The movement.
to clasp My body, and the arms push
upward, to form a V,
with Me at its point.
2
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My ribcage expands filling the vines continuing
to clasp My body, and the arms push
upward, to form a V,
with Me at its point.
I face her now, seeing my reflection in the glass,
breath escapes
my body sinks to the floor
as a fish tries to swallow me from the glass.
and now I lay on the floor,
pebbles spilling out my ears,
making small splashes in the puddles.
3
I can only hear my breath
entering and leaving the body
as if thoroughly aware of absence.
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Digging
by Eric Ellis
When I still dug holes in the yard with my hands
hoping I could get to China,
I was afraid to go to Hell.
The hole I dug was enjambed
between the garage and a tall, wooden fence.
A girl who dug with me said,
"If you're bad, you go to H-E-double-hockey-sticks."
"Hell?" I said, but she lifted
a finger to my lips and shushed the sin from my mouth.
Almost a whole two feet deep,
the soil at the bottom became moist and cool.
How could there be a Hell under this?
I had no knowledge of tectonics or cores,
magma or pedology.
I had only this hole in the ground,
this black-wood fence which loomed over me as though bearing
down,
and this sweet-mouthed girl who never missed Sunday school.
What did I know of Hell?
When her parents discovered our plans
to reach China by the end of the summer,
I reluctantly undid my fruitless labor.
Scooping the dirt back in-
my nonarthritic hands, delicate and void of wrinkles-
I wondered if Satan was sad
Or if God was happy
That I was refilling the hole.
4
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Entry #9
by Farhad Anwarzai
I slept with Mohammad the night before he drove that plane into
the second tower.
He told me his name was John.
We'd been seeing each other on and off for about six months.
We met at Dazzles, had some drinks, came back to my place that
night.
Whenever he'd get back from flight training school, he'd call me
late in the evenings.
He said he loved me.
But he couldn't tell his family about me.
They'd be ashamed he was with an American.
An American man.
/
6
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Mariah
by Britlynn Hausen-Girod
Mariah spins and spins, a black whirl
circling the shadow of my head,
skipping over cracks in the sidewalk.
I pull on the string, tightening the noose
around my middle finger and watch as it turns red, then purple
as it swells and fills with the itching throb of my pulse.
soon she slows, wobbling before she tips
over and rolls until
she's still.
7
when I let go of the string the color and girth of my finger
return to normal but the itch lingers and I worry that
things will never be the same.
manus .rio s
Firebugs
by Emily Lazar
Fat ones with the squishing centers, green
fluorescence popped and spread
by a kid brother over his dirty white T-shirt
one August night in scratchy grass
Some unrulier child than he
had taken a ragged bite out of the moon
but left no lack of visibility and he was ready
with grubby finger-stubs
to grasp and extinguish their power sources:
filmy fluid sealed between beating
wings, like precious oil in lighthouse lamps
/
/
They were amber spies, their insides
like kaleidoscopes, like
lemon light born, reborn, in orbs,
simply a sacrifice for a towhead scamp,
their perfume-bottle bodies
carelessly broken over clothing
by a child,
to make him
a selfish emulation
so he too
could shine in the dark
8
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His mother's sigh deflated her,
saying: "It'll come out in the wash,"
the last trace of them,
soft blazes ensnared by a clumsy carrier
who smashed their backs for the gift of light
And they go
out like a light, brother,
they go out like a light,
out like a light,
like a light
9
Flohours
by Farhad Anwarzai
shirts dry ing on clothesline
ou tin the crisp son come out
side, sto peating th'ose
gum my worms , come sm'ellillies
and grassicadas, dr ink spill ingon
paveway to marching antslowly
/
to war the flowers, blossomegrowe
pollenennials through hot blue air
plump white cloud youwillabe if
you sit and watch th'a tv
it'springing birdcalls ti'me only on' cen a
bloomoon
10
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The Diviner
by Eric Ellis
A small, yellow-skinned goblin greeted the two men
when they entered the shop. By greeted, I mean he glanced up
from his divining and scowled before returning to his ritual. The
men browsed the shop, drunkenly trying to appear surreptitious.
The shop was dimly lit with candles that hovered between dusty
bookshelves. Scrolls and books lined the walls to the ceiling
where the shadows concealed the cobwebbed rafters. One man
knocked over a stack of parchment and snickered. The other
laughed silently and stumbled to the ground, trying to pick them
up. From the back of the shop, the goblin cleared his throat.
One of the men shushed the other as they haphazardly
shuffled the parchment back into a pile next to a bookshelf. They
continued to look around and one of them noticed a small rack of
spectacles and tried on a pair. He looked in the mirror and made
a face before calling to his friend. They howled with laughter
/ and the second man tried on a pair. He giggled and burped as he
scanned the shop with the eyeglasses. Then he held his hand out
in front of him and took slow, calculated (for a drunken man)
steps. He'd taken one step too far because on his next footfall,
he found the tail of the goblin's familiar. The cat screeched and
began clawing furiously at the man's trousers. Startled, the man
yelped and shook his leg as he tried to free himself from the
fiend. The man lost his balance and fell over, knocking over a
stack of books while the other watched with uproarious laughter.
The goblin appeared from behind a bookshelf and calmly
pulled his familiar off of the frantic drunkard. He cleared his
throat and said:
"Can I help you gentlemen?"
The man on the ground gathered himself and stood,
brushing the fur off his blouse.
"Sorry, sir, we was just browsin' my friend here acciden-
tal!y footed your pussy," said the other man.
12
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He gracefully set the spectacles down on the counter behind him.
The goblin cleared his throat.
"Unless there is something I can help you with, you
gentlemen can leave."
"Wait- what are you doing over there?" asked one of the
men.
The other man who had previously noticed the eyeglasses
was now peering into the goblin's divining pool. He reached out
a finger to break the surface of the water but was stopped with a
harsh slap to the wrist.
"Don't touch that, you idiot!" said the goblin.
The man's expression changed from inquisitive to lugu-
brious as he rubbed his wrist where the goblin slapped him. The
goblin returned to his seat behind the divining pool.
"I am-well, I was-doing a ritual to see into the future,"
said the goblin, in his guttural voice.
The men gathered before the table and gazed into the
13
pool.
"Really? What kinda stuff do you see?"
The goblin took a deep breath and added a cloudy liquid
to the pool and inhaled the smoke from the reaction in another
deep breath. The men waited.
"I see ... "
"What? What do you see?"
"Outside, a second from now, a woman drops an earring
and loses it in the cobblestone," he said.
Before the goblin was finished, the two men stumbled
over each other out of the shop and into the street. The goblin
stood atop his chair so he could peek over the top of the book-
shelves and out the window where the two men were flattened by
a speeding lorry.
Gasps and cries erupted outside the shop and the gob-
lin calmly went back to his divining as his familiar brushed up
against one of the table legs and purred.
Friday Mourning
by Farhad Anwarzai
wenever some one turned aroun die
saw his face lookingone back.
he was t'here and wasnothere
at the same thyme.
women cry in gone in front,
men sitting in the other tier,
holding back d'here tears.
bird schirping as we threw dir ton his
simple wooden cough in from the men,
now dear tears water the grassky
so cloudlessanblue.
the son gazing over his father.
it's sunny, sonnydont'worry n'more.
they faceis head east in mecca's direction,
it isay beauty full day, a sad friday morning.
the winblows, i feelim.
we are care full not twostep on
other graves.
may he rest in piece.
14
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ghenghis khan and alexander the great
had everything, they built monuments
a no theruncle tells me,
as we plant flowers blossom ingover
the buried bodie.
but when they died, no one fallowed them.
moses, jesus, and muhammad had nothing
and the whole worldfollows them.
farewell, we sang jenazah.
may he rest in piece.
15
Habits
by Katie Johnson
I think of you every time
I add coffee creamer and a scoop of sugar to my hot chocolate,
or when I save the brown M&M's for last
so they'll feel like "the most delicious."
I think of you
when I click my tongue
or crack my knuckles
or watch "I Love Lucy"
at 2AM when I can't sleep.
I think of you
when I fold my socks "the right way."
It ended like it started,
/ fizzling out like it fizzled in,
a smoke bomb rather than a firework,
longer lasting and less memorable than a brilliant flash.
I did not grieve.
There were no photos to save or destroy,
no sweet messages on an answering machine to replay.
I do not remember the smell of you
or the sound of your voice.
Your face would be blurry
if I tried to conjure it.
You left me no relics,
no heartache,
no memories;
just a collection of habits,
lackluster, not even annoying,
a black burn fading to gray
on a sidewalk.
16
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Whoever She Is
by Katie Johnson
I am sitting on the edge of one of those large, circular beds
you never see outside of old black and white photographs. The
sheets are pink; the pillows are numerous and heart-shaped, a
spectrum of red and pink and gold. The wallpaper is an odd
shade of baby pink with a gold trim, and the many pieces of
ornate furniture are painted gold to match. The hotel calls it the
Valentine Suite, and I am feeling out of place in my stuffy suit
and tie.
It looks like Cupid threw up.
Seated at the tacky golden vanity is a girl who looks to be
about the age of a college freshman. Her hair is long, black, and
very straight, peppered with cheap plastic barrettes in neon pinks
and blues and yellows. Her back is turned to me, but the reflec-
tion of her liquid-gold eyes gazes at me in the mirror.
"How old do I look to you?" she asks.
I sigh. "We play this game every time; I always guess
wrong."
She smiles at me. She looks very Asian, aside from the
eye color. "Mm, true, but I didn't ask you to guess how old I am.
How old do I look? "
I shrug. "Eighteen, maybe nineteen. I don't know.
Younger than last time. Younger than me."
She begins picking the barrettes out of her hair, one by
one, forming a small pile at the edge of the vanity. She adds her
chunky plastic bracelets to the collection; they are the eighties
pink of Barbie shoes.
"How old are you now'?" she asks me. "You were, what,
twenty last time? How long ago was that? I'm not so good with
time anymore."
"It's been almost three years. I'll be twenty-three next
month."
18
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Her reflection wrinkles its nose at me as she sticks out her
tongue. "Ew, old."
"We can't all be like you." I can't help but smile. She's
electric, somehow.
She tosses her hair smugly and turns to look at me over
her shoulder. "It's not as hard as you think."
"Oh?"
She removes her shirt and jeans, which are both a tacky,
garish shade of yellow. The T-shirt has a print of a cartoon panda
on the front; I watch it fall and clash with the scarlet carpet.
"Yeah." She shakes out her hair, examines herself in the mirror.
Her fingers roam over her face as she stares into her own tawny
eyes.
"Harmony?"
She starts, glances at me, and wags a finger in my di-
rection. "Uh-uh, not Harmony anymore. I'm Amy right now,
remember?"
I nod. "Sorry. Amy."
Satisfied, she turns her attention back to the mirror. She
brings her fingers to her face and pushes up her cheekbones,
her flesh like clay beneath her fingers. I watch, fascinated, as
she molds her features to her liking. She rounds her eyes to an
almond shape that better suits their odd coloring, lengthens her
face, adjusts the nose, tweaks the shape of her ears just slightly.
Her thin lips become full and alluring with an expert brush of
her index finger. Once she is satisfied, she tousles her hair as if
washing it, lightening the black to brown and eventually a dirty
blonde color.
Content with her face, she sets to work on her figure, flar-
ing out her hips and making her waist narrow to accommodate an
hourglass shape.
She twirls before the mirror, examining herself from ev-
ery angle. "What do you think?" she asks me.
19
"Nice," 1 answer honestly, "very beautiful."
She smiles brightly; her eyes dance, glittering like secrets
in the lamplight. 1melt a little bit on the inside.
"How old do 1 look now, do you think?"
1consider her question for a moment. There are, of
course, no wrinkles, no scars, nothing that might even remotely
mar her perfect countenance.
Ageless, I think. Timeless. Perfect.
"T t"I say, wen y.
"I was going for twenty-one," she says. "I love being able
to drink."
"I doubt you ever buy your own with a face like that."
"I bought one for a boy once," she retorts with an impish
grin.
It's sort of an inside joke: 1met her at a bar on my eigh-
teenth birthday, too scared to order a drink for myself. She was
a petite redhead then, going by the name of Michelle, and no less
beautiful than the nameless blonde before me now. She bought
me a drink, which J realized after tasting it was ginger ale.
Since then 1have met her on six different occasions.
Each time she has worn a different face and gone by a different
name. I don't know if she seeks me out or if 1just keep finding
her. No matter what face she wears, I always seem to know who
she is.
Whoever she is.
"How did you learn to change your appearance like that,
anyway?" I ask, attempting to stretch out the sore spot in my
lower back. I had spent the previous night in a cheap hotel room
an hour away; the lumpy mattress hadn't exactly done wonders
for my back.
She gets up and walks over to the small, generic hotel
bathroom and rummages through the duffel bag on the counter; 1
watch her in the mirror as she slips into a red cocktail dress.
20
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"It's not something I can explain. I just... do."
"Could you try to explain it?"
She returns to the main room and sits to put on a pair of
strappy, deadly-looking stiletto heels. "It's all about focusing
your energy," she says. "What do you think of the name Alysia?
Or do I look like more of a Gwen to you? Nevennind; I like
Gwen better. It's classy, don't you think?"
"Yeah, it is. Hey, Gwen."
"Hmm?" She is piling her hair on top of her head, pin-
ning it with bobby pins.
"Why do we keep meeting like this? I mean, why me?"
I have been superstitiously avoiding this question for
years. I am like a child; part of me believed that if! asked, she
would stop finding me. The magic would be over, and some part
of me can't Iive without it.
She turns to me and smiles. "Could be coincidence.
Could be fate, if you believe in such a thing."
She leans in close to me, sits on the bed. Her arms snake
around my shoulders. She leans close to my ear so that I can feel
her breath as she whispers, "Or maybe I just like you."
She stands up, and I am frozen. If I move, the moment
will be over; I am in a perpetual morning, unwilling to let go of
the final remnants of a dream.
She takes her purse from the vanity and heads for the door. "I'll
see you around, 'kay?"
"No," I say, almost pleading. "Just ... stay. Just this once."
She smiles at me, and her expression is full of sadness, of
pity. Her hand does not leave the doorknob.
"You're a sweet boy. Find a nice, normal girl. Settle
down, get married, have kids. Do normal people things."
"Are you coming back?" I ask.
There is a mischievous twinkle in her eye.
21
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"Sometime, maybe," she replies airily. An impish sort of
smile crosses her lips. "See ya."
She closes the door and is gone. I don't get up, don't go
after her. She'll. be back, I know. She always comes back.
And when she does, I'll be waiting.
/
/'
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Menagerie of Trash
by Jennifer Redmond
Everything resembling life could be summarized
By what had been disposed of in the garbage can.
The cellophane now purposeless,
Scraps of poison, lead, and
A broken high heel from the night before.
As if a monster of goo could be born
from a mound existing for a short time,
like a shadow, a charade.
Mixing together in some melting pot until each piece,
once deemed a necessity, lost its own identity ...
Until taken to the city dump, it would never be truly
Eliminated in a world of isolation.
The heap that visibly sat there,
in its own repulsive refuge, of
nothingness that had become something,
a symbol hounding and reminding time of the
duties to be done, and
those not yet fulfilled,
those to never be undone.
All contained into a mundane, plastic parameter.
Its existence determined by its culmination
piled high to the sky,
Never knowing the meaning of cry or smile,
Its existence determined by figures,
The physical clutter taking up space.
Peanut butter sandwiches,
Sticking to everything, not letting us forget
It hadn't been eaten.
24
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Like the file of a memory chip in a computer,
Operating as a mechanism designed for the future
When the only things existing were
The present and the past.
As if eliminating it all would rewind the clock,
Or foretell of the inevitable with some recognition,
Oh, the feelings an overflowing
Trashcan triggers.
25
Dream Poem
by Craig Middleton
/
There's a wooly terror
by the lake tonight
holding its ominous ebony
head low, tombstone-grey
lanolin moss hanging off
dark, knobby limbs
as it eyes me,
walking out of the gloom.
I can see the charge
before it happens,
spinning in my tracks
towards the burning planks
and timbers
that once made up my home.
The tiny fearsome marauder
bursts forth upon fragile legs
bleating a fearsome
battle cry,
getting closer and closer
as I run against an
impossible wind, suddenly
preventing my retreat.
Just as the damned creature
is on my heels, doom certain,
I find myself
pulling the blankets above
my head,
an unnaturally high whimper
slipping out,
jolting me back to
26
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the bed I'd never left,
the early morning dark not
yet broken.
I was safe.
But what would I
ever be able to count
to go back
to sleep?
27
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Placing the Order
by Emily Lazar
ghost water in muddy stream banks,
send me help in a box untied
don't break my fine lines like they're
toothpicks and fishing wire, instead
unseal for me some potential
and float it from the shingled coast
tonight on warm-water winds, from
ports where words are bought
and bottled, the ripest, the richest
I paid, I placed an order, I'm
expecting one ingenious stanza
to replace the one that fell away
from the middle of my latest
endeavor
for the price I paid
I hope to be able to tack
this new one over the empty,
bald spot on my stationery,
but you need to slip loose the knots
on the water-tight floating box
so that the contents can absorb
the night-owl calls and egg-white steam
of your current and be sure to
let it breathe, let its ribbons trail
and swim in black transparency
among the fishes and the murk-
stained water-stars, but that is all
because you must also preserve
what I've had packed and shipped for me
28
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I place my trust in the placid
caress and direction of your
insubstantial limbs, ghost water,
be kind and don't break what I've bought
you can tell from my address I
don't have much out here but the mud
and my fishing pole and sunken
dock planks wrecked in mist-muck and
that is where I'll wait
all night if I have to, I have to
29
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Quiet
by Katie Arnt
He held out his hands to show me his liver spots.
I'm becoming a black person, one square centimeter
at a time, he said. In two years I will be able to dance.
I told him that maybe wasn't quite appropriate and he said
Why be appropriate? I'm old.
Calm your foot down, he said.
I told him that when I enjoy what I'm reading-
Hemingway at the time -
that I jiggle. He stopped my foot, and I couldn't read anymore,
so r told him a story about the time I saw a hobo
sleeping on a department store window sill, and how
in the window display there was a bedroom set
with an enormous bed covered in dozens of pillows
and wasn't that terribly awful? He told me that was an
interesting story and wouldn't I tell it again sometime because
he'd probably forget it.
His beard trimmings would bung up the sink,
hundreds of white stubs gumming up the pipes.
Gross, Grandpa, I'd say. You think that's bad?
You should see my big toe. It has no nail.
He told me he was coming apart, one little
piece at a time. I told him he was becoming
more gross, one little unwanted detail
at a time. Captain Too-Much-Information, I said,
1I1(It'swhat they should call you.
30
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I will never unchoke
those pipes or move that pile of yellow-crusted socks,
or spray that couch that smells of pipe tobacco, canned soup,
and feet.
The piles of junk and bunk and rubbish and stink
absorb the sound of one solitary pair of feet.
And God, it is so quiet in here these days.
31
Uncertainty
by Maddie Eckrich
I freeze before my washroom glass, barefoot and
wingless. But what should reflect my weary visage
is only a window into a dusty, cluttered room.
Cages litter its tloor, filled with hundreds and hundreds
of pigeons, wide-eyed, softly cooing. Unable to escape
their glances, I see myself lurking in their eyes,
behind that hidden sparkle, and my feet are talons,
grasping at the tiles, dissolving.
Children are not immortal, you know;
their haunting voices travel on a breeze,
disjointed, confused, uncertain, and helpless.
They search only for an open ear, to listen-
just once-before they fade away.
/
/ I, solitary and melting, wonder how easy it would be
to open the window, step inside, and set
the young birds free.
32
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Noose Therapy
by Mark Wilhelm
Neil did a really terrible thing-something so terrible that
he still wasn't over it eighteen years later. We met in guilt man-
agement class. The class moderator didn't make us say what we
were guilty about, but Neil told me his story privately after we'd
gotten to know each other a little bit.
He was twenty-four when it happened. He was driving
through the suburbs in mid-afternoon. His girlfriend was giving
him a blowjob; his driving was suffering because of this. There
were people walking along the side of the street. A toddler stum-
bled off the sidewalk and out in front of his car, and her mother
dashed out to save her. Neil didn't see them. He hit and killed
them both.
He found out later the woman's name was Susan Dirth
and her young daughter's name was Clara. Susan's husband
/ pressed charges. Neil was convicted of criminally negligent man-
slaughter and sentenced to six years in state prison. He served the
full term of his sentence.
But that's not the worst part. He told me that when he hit
them, the impact thrust him up out of his seat and rammed the
tip of his dick against the back of his girlfriend's throat. This,
in turn, made him come. He also said that when he hit them, he
instantly knew he'd hit something, probably a person, and this
snap realization must have made his adrenaline spike, because for
a long time afterward he couldn't shake the feeling that was the
best orgasm he'd ever had in his life. He said for the longest time
he couldn't help occasionally thinking how lucky it had been that
he'd hit those people exactly when he did.
I don't know if all that is really true, but he swears to
Jesus he's never accepted a blowjob since.
I didn't really know what to say the first time he told me
the story. A few days later, though, I told him the only thing I still
couldn't figure out was why the dumb bitch hadn't kept a closer
34
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eye on her toddler.
Neil said he'd thought about that a lot, too, especially
when he was still in prison. He said he'd since realized that's a
really fucked up way to think, though. He said that way of think-
ing is more fucked up than coming at the exact moment you kill
two people. I didn't know what to say to that.
He told me he still thought about Susan and Clara Oirth
every day. He said he wished every day he'd pushed Ashley
aside when she'd gone down on him, told her he was driving and
needed to concentrate, and there'd be plenty of time for blowjobs
later. He wished at the very least he'd been watching the road
instead of the back of Ashley's head. He knew what a blowjob
looked like; why did he need to watch? But he said none of those
thoughts were as bad as the dreams he often had. He said he'd
have recurring dreams about murdering someone while receiving
a blowjob. The crime varied from dream to dream. Sometimes
he ran over someone, sometimes he shot them, sometimes he
stabbed them to death, and once he jammed them into an indus-
trial garbage compactor and turned it on. The identity of the fel-
latrix also varied. Sometimes it was Ashley, other times it was a
stranger, still other times it was Susan Dirth, and sometimes-he
had a very hard time telling me this last one-sometimes it was
a grown-up version of Clara Oirth. The worst part was that he
always woke up with wet underwear.
He assured me he still had those dreams. He always woke
up feeling very numb and very tired. He didn't know what to do.
That's why he started attending guilt management class.
Of course, I did something terrible, too; that's why I was
in the class with Neil. I think I raped a girl. I say I think because
I'm not really sure if it was technicaUy rape or not. It was when
I was in eleventh grade. I was at a party. Carol Phelps got really
trashed, totally wasted. She was a senior. She started hitting on
me for some reason, practically throwing herself at me. I wasn't
drunk, but she said she wanted to fuck me, so I said ok.
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There were upstairs bedrooms in the house reserved for such oc-
casions, so we went up. She was talking really filthy, talking all
about how much she wanted my dick inside her. So I put it inside
her. After a little while, though, she passed out; she was smashed
out of her mind. Ididn't know exactly what I should do, so I just
kept going. She would wake up periodically, confused and vague-
ly annoyed. She would ask who the hell Iwas and she would tell
me to get off of her, but then she'd pass out again. She was still
passing in and out of consciousness .when I finished. ~h~n I left.
Idon't think Iever spoke to her again. I'm almost posittve she
never knew what happened. She never gave me a second glance
in school.
I always thought what I did seemed kind of trivial com-
pared to what Neil did. That was the feeling I got, anyway, but
I could never really decide for sure. On the one hand, I hadn't
killed anyone, and I hadn't even done anything that had serious
negative consequences: I wore a rubber, and besides, she didn't
even know the difference. But on the other hand, what Neil did
was an accident. He didn't mean to kill those people. Whereas I
knew exactly what I was doing, and I kept doing it anyway. And
what I did was definitely wrong, just as wrong as accidentally
killing two people. But I could never really convince myself one
way or the other, and I still can't.
Years ago, I used to ask myself over and over why
that stupid whore had gotten so wasted and seduced me. She
should've known to be more responsible about how much she
drank. Besides, 1wouldn't have done anything if she hadn't
seduced me. But talking with Neil helped me sort out those
thoughts: after a while I realized that way of thinking is more
fucked up than coming inside someone who's drunk senseless
and passing in and out of consciousness. But then, to console
myself, I thought I probably didn't actually do anything so ter-
rible or unheard of: that sort of thing probably happens a lot more
often than you would ever think. I couldn't decide whether to be
comforted or seriously disturbed by that thought.
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So we went to guilt management class. We met every Tuesday at
eight. That went on for about four months. Neil and I got to know
each other pretty well. We got together and talked about our guilt,
what we were going through that week. I always thought Neil
handled his very well. He hardly showed it, anyway. I showed
it. I always looked miserable. Everyone always told me I looked
miserable. Neil just looked very calm, very sober, but also very
tired.
One Sunday afternoon, Neil tried to hang himself in his
one-bed one-bath apartment. I guess his next door neighbor heard
some sort of commotion through the paper-thin walls-maybe
the chair falling over or Neil making some gasping and choking
sounds - because she found him shortly after he lost conscious-
ness. She was old and weak, so she called for help and someone
came and cut him down within a minute or two. They called
an ambulance and he went to the hospital, and the poor bastard
ended up living. They managed to resuscitate him, but not before
he'd suffered brain damage. He had permanent memory loss-
post-traumatic retrograde amnesia was the term they used. It took
them a while to figure out exactly how much he'd forgotten. He
couldn't remember much from when he was nineteen until he
was about thirty-five. There were chunks in there he remembered
alright-like his trip to England when he was twenty-seven-
and he was missing some chunks outside of that period, too, like
his elementary school graduation. He'd also forgotten most of
a week or so of time leading up to his suicide attempt. But the
majority of his memory loss was in that seventeen-year period.
But here's the kicker: I went to see Neil at the hospital as soon
as he was well enough for visitors-he remembered me just fine
since he was forty-two when we met, though probably he'd lost
some very recent memory of me-and 1 swear to God he looked
happier than I'd ever seen him. He didn't look tired anymore,
despite his near-death experience. He wasn't sober like he'd al-
ways been before. He looked invigorated in some way. He looked
fresh, ready to restart life.
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He looked fresh, ready to restart life. It took me a little while to
figure it out: he didn't remember a damn thing about the accident.
His guilt was completely gone.
I didn't bring it up for a few days. They kept him in the
hospital, keeping tabs on him, running tests. After a few days I
asked him how he was handling the memory loss. He said it trou-
bled him, of course, but he was getting used to the idea of it. He
felt that in time he could accept the fact that he couldn't remem-
ber large chunks of his life. At least he still knew who he was and
who his family was. He said he felt blessed for that. I asked if he
remembered the accident he'd been in when he was twenty-four.
He said he knew about it, but he didn't actually remember it-his
sister Jane had been visiting him frequently and doing her best to
fill in what he'd forgotten. I asked him how he felt about it. He
said it was terrible-a terrible, horrible tragedy. And he said he
hated to think he could have been so stupid, so reckless. But he
admitted he didn't feel guilty about it. He speculated that because
he couldn't actually remember the accident, he couldn't feel the
guilt he'd held onto for eighteen years. There was a variable
missing from the equation. The accident became abstracted for
him, distant-and you can't feel guilty about something you can't
connect to yourself.
I must admit I secretly hoped Neil would retain his guilt.
It didn't seem fair. He got a free pass-a free pass that of course
didn't come nearly as free as it seemed to me. But he was finally
free of the guilt that had been crippling him for almost twenty
years. He'd taken a shortcut, skipped all the bitter hard work of
resolution and gradual acceptance. He didn't have to learn to live
with what he'd done. He'd simply forgotten it. But I'm still stuck
with all that bullshit.
I try to persuade myself that maybe Neil's easy out
isn't as heavenly as it seems. After all, working through guilt
and learning to accept yourself makes you a stronger, healthier
person, doesn't it? Don't you improve yourself by facing your
shortcomings head-on?
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People always say things like that, especially when they're trying
to comfort you. Maybe Neil is missing out on something-maybe
now he won't become the better person he would've become if
he'd worked through his guilt the traditional way. Maybe he's
cheated himself out of real growth as a person. But then I think
about how peaceful he looks. 1 can see, physically see how much
he's been helped by just forgetting it all. I wonder ifhe's been
this happy in eighteen years.
I'm still in guilt management class. I'm sticking with
the therapy-for now, anyway. But sometimes, 1remember how
Carol Phelps looked at me whenever she regained conscious-
ness - that distant, confused, annoyed look - and how I just kept
pumping her through it all, and I distract myself by looking up
online guides on how to tie a slip knot.
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Time Flies
by Annette Bochenek
There is rhythm in the rambling wind.
Restless minutes race past our faces,
wreak havoc through unruly hair,
abruptly ascend and vanish-
Like carefree kites disappearing in the sky.
The hours lift the birds into the air,
a feathery fleeting moment,
winding through and around the clouds.
As soft as the hands of a child, grasping a red balloon-
string slipping through fingers,
while the rueful witness wails over its retreat.
/-:
And tiny hands grow bigger with time.
But the clock has no hands, only wings,
beating in steady staccato heartbeat,
brushing against weathered places, aging faces-
Until time's baggage is once again
welcomed, worshipped, wanted, wasted ...
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This Is Not A Love Poem
by Joanna Parypinski
I lived in a cave of ice, cold-minded and blue
as a fish
breathing in the Neptunian deep,
while moonlight played like water on the walls.
Twilit fantasies
of twined fins, or fingers, pricked the mind's eye
like dust on a camera lens.
I was a half-aquatic Fish-Woman,
mermaid of the cosmic sea
who prayed to the Blind Mad God
and the blind Fortuna
and the black-hole whirlpool Charybdis
at the center of the universe.
I found love in a bottle of vodka,
blood burning liquor lacquered smooth
the sharp edges of my marble heart.
I found love in rusty bones and broken shells
abandoned on the shore.
I started to think:
is it not better to be the huntress Artemis,
a lone wolf,
or drift, Ophelia-like, wreathed in rosemary,
and sink?
I learned to swim
when everyone paired off to board the Ark,
tread amphibious circles
then dove in cold and salt and sand
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while the others left behind crawled
onto dry land.
Miles deep, I learned to love the song of solitude,
and I found love in shattered pencil-tips
driven stake-like through my beating heart.
I know the crawlers,
warm with fur, will say:
the mermaid protests too much,
they'll say, she protests too much.
Artemis said she'd never fall in love;
then she met Orion
and hung him in the stars.
I said I'd rather be a fish than a star,
trapped beneath the arctic ice,
unlooked-for, unwished-upon,
unreachable
in sea or space. But sometimes
when the glaciers melt,
and Fortune's water-wheel spins me to the surface
of the universe,
I look to the blazing sky, amazed and
I find love in the constellations.
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How to Remember
by Katie Johnson
On the coffee table is a yellow notepad;
take it. Claim it as your own.
Write down all the things you can't remember.
Write the grocery lists, the phone numbers,
the addresses, the important messages.
Write the names of the people you love.
Write their professions.
Write their likes and dislikes.
Write their faces before they blur and run
like chalk in the rain of your memory.
-:
Write your daughters.
Write your ex-wife, that bitch.
Write how she ruined everything.
Leave out how she loved you.
Leave out the private jokes,
the way she laughed when you showered in the rain,
the dog you kept a secret
when you lived in that tiny apartment together.
Write your mother,
but omit the way her eyes have changed.
Do not wonder why.
Do not write how your traitorous legs would not hold you,
how your mutinous liver would no longer filter the waste from
your blood.
Do not write how long it has been
since you have seen your family,
since you had a family.
Do not write how your skin has become the yellow of that paper,
how the blue lines have begun to match
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those fragile veins the color of winter on the back of your hands,
which seem to map out the Indian Trails you once explored
in a childhood you can no longer remember.
It is too late to write them,
to cradle them on paper the way your mind no longer can.
Put down your pen.
Read.
Swallow the tears that fall and smear the ink,
obliterating the words you have already forgotten.
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This Morning
by Daisy Rogers
I found myself in the mirror, pale,
dripping communal shower water
that my spring foal green towel had not soaked up.
Like Eve, shocked by my own nakedness
by my deliberate hips, by my bird-thin arms, by my swollen rose
nipples.
My swollen rose nipples,
sacred, sewn to my supple breasts.
Were they the cause of the pain when I awoke in my belly, crying
to be released?
Were they what held the cramp deep inside my secrecy?
Do you ask to understand?
If God had a choice, he would not.
/
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Tornado
by Emily Lazar
you think you like
my confident walk,
straight stride
striking
& the flash-forward fast-
extended arms
muscles
that move the arms:
tensors, extensors,
snap of the wrist,
smack of the hand,
the novelty,
lovely,
a contrast to faltering, half-
attempted sentences
& the fact that I always belie
the back-of-the-throat bile
that's mine,
the hope 'n' shock cocktail
poured by my mind
upon panicking
when approached
delight & denial & fright
but don't I wish
I was a lock-pick
so I could take a pin to the tight
tumblers in your eyes,
immoveable
47
mout of my sight
but don't you know
that your attraction's met
at the end of that
thin arm of mine
/
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The Merrell Estate
by Bob Barrick
Along
Alone out in the Merrell 'sfield next
to the highway
I ducked
Grasslicked
Stung on the ends of the thumb
Charred under the nail
And
Ripped it
Soft blown glass
Stretching my toes from my chest
Heels in my ass
I soiled the sacred pasture where
Future corporations would find their lead
/-:
Or
Reached through myself
Glasped my right wrist
Tense
Boned. Wet with anticipation I said
Never
Are you in a field with corn sweet
enough to cover you cabbage
Stones toss from the side of the road
with each douchebag
Searching for his parents in a
fast car
And an aluminum flask
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If Mr. Merrell knew
If Catherine, John, Andrew
Daniel knew.
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The Voyeur
by Lydia Johnson
He watches from his place across the street as the child came down
the porch steps. A little boy with brown hair and a green shirt takes
them one at a time, a plastic dump truck in his hand. The boy plops
himself down in the grass near the house. He can see his head
moving up and down as the small child drove the truck over the
grass, killing ants and crushing leaves. Every time his shiny hair
can be seen over the hedges, he feels a familiar feeling. A buzzing
in his stomach, a tingle in his chest. His hands grips the steering
wheel until they hurt. He can't tear his eyes away from the child;
holds his breath for each time he sees his little head bobbing up
and down, the movement expected like a pendulum swing.
/
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It takes everything in his power to stay in the car. The seat belt
is one layer of defense, as are the locked doors and the shoeless
driving, all meant to discourage him from crossing the asphalt. He
wants to get out of the car and cross the street. Enter the yard and
hear the satisfying crunch of leaves underfoot. Be quiet as a mouse
on the grass, reach the child and smile. Speak in quiet tones while
scanning the porch and furtively peer through the open door. Talk
about the bright yellow truck and the bright green shirt. Laugh with
smiling eyes and talk about a real truck he doesn't actually have
that looks so much like the toy. Ask the child if he wants to see it.
Catch the excitement in his eyes and put out a welcoming hand.
Lead the little boy down his own sidewalk, away from his own
house, across the shady street that the man only knows through
late nights in a drink induced haze. A street the man sees through
early mornings watching the mother walk the dog, the house silent.
He wants to take him, strap him into the car seat he bought with
uncertainty the night before and has ready in the car, the price tag
and cardboard label still attached. Give him some apple juice and
cookies and smile at him from the front seat. Tell him not to worry
or look back at the house he'd never see again.
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But he does not.
He lets his son stay in the yard that was bought with alimony pay-
ments and child support, ensconced in an invisible fence of legali-
ties that guarantee he will never go near him, won't talk to the boy
on a crowded city street until he becomes a man of his own. His
mind flashes back as the boy turns his head, a springy curl falling
over one eye. He remembers holes in walls as big as moon craters.
Garbage cans filled with the long necked glass bottles and alumi-
num cans of his regret. He hears small disagreements that grew
into full-blown arguments and screams, watches the bruises and
welts rise and multiply across his wife's body and wonders again
how they got there. A final image of the fear that blazed in her eyes
the last time he hit her as she curled around the womb he didn't
know held life.
She steps out onto the porch and the screen door swings shut be-
hind her. The bruises have gone, but she moves slowly down the
stairs as if she remembers them. Her mouth opens with a smile and
shuts into a straight line. David. The boy runs to her on wobbly
legs and buries his face in the folds of her skirt before she reaches
down to pick him up.
He starts the car and drives off. He imagines his heart being rolled
over by the yellow dump truck as they grow smaller in the rear-
view.
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for lack of a better word
by Craig Middleton
When we broke up for
the last time
there was a mouse
in my living room.
tiny, black,
and lightning fast
as it scurried by my feet.
Listening to your voice
became harder and harder
your tiny voice through
the crackling phone
compared to the elephant
in the room
sprinting first under the rocking chair
then past the TV on mute.
// While you were busy pouring
your heart out about how
you were so stupid,
and how you needed to grow up
and get away
[ could only think about how to
catch this rodent
so I could drive him off,
set him free.
maybe use that McDonalds bag
with the two pickle chips still
inside.
I'm sorry, what? piece of shit phone,
I can't hear anything.
Good God, it climbed up the drapes
and into the vent
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I can hear it in the ceiling
under the floor where
we had
sex
the 2nd time
where we IM'd for hours and
hours every
night
where you ripped off
those CD's
where you cried
and I held you when
my parents were in the
other
room.
And your voice is gone
and the mouse,
suddenly,
is gone too.
And I sit, mouth slightly
open,and
wonder,
"Where the hell
did this thing go?"
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Pulp
by Katie Arnt
When I was in eighth grade, I destroyed my poems,
a sad-sap stack, five inches thick, drowning them
in a stream of yellow rust-water until they became
a pulpy, inky composite weeping in my palms.
I did this in hopes of removing anything proving that there
once was a fourteen-year-old girl, who realized that
her poems were bad, and that rhyming love with of and
Life with strife a hundred times becomes tedious and dull
and uninteresting.
/
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As uninteresting as she felt when she realized the boys
weren't wedging little folded pieces of paper into the slats
of her locker or sneaking glances at her from behind
history books or lending her their sweatshirts when she
felt a chill but wasn't really cold at all but wanted to
show everyone that he had given her his sweatshirt and had
paid attention.
So I tipped the quaggy mass into the wastebin
to compost with pencil shavings and used tissues and
the broken hairclips of the pretty girls, to be erased by
colIege classes that taught me language and lyricism
and college boys who taught me that boys never really
change, except they're given liquor and
late nights and stronger arms attached to sinewy
hands impervious to fingernails and fists and
elbows and teeth, transforming girls into pieces
of meat, with one tlick of the wrist and the words
Quiet or I'll make you.
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Journal of PFC 68-W Bruce Clarence Havard
Curated by Cathryn Niehaus
Vietnam War 19 August 1969 - I May 1970
September, 1969
Letters
/
She writes me letters.
1got no mail in Texas during training. I went to the post
before deployment one morning, and I found that they had thrown
almost a dozen envelopes in a shoebox for me. 1folded them down
into half-inch notes and took them all with me. When there's a long
spell, or when there's nothing worth sending, I read her letters,
over and over again.
Gary Indiano from Gary, Indiana handed me a cigarette
and held out his lighter. "We like it when you get letters," he said.
"Real spectacle."
1 let out a chuckle. Today's sunny and hot, and smoking
doesn't help, but we do it anyway. "Oh yeah?"
"Jay was telling me about this glazed over look on your
face every time you read your letters. Like you get high or some-
thing."
I blew smoke out of my nose. "That's weird."
"It ain't weird ," Gary laughed.
1shrugged. I heard Jay shout because Lt. Silva was doing
card tricks. The platoon knew 1wrote letters, but they didn't know
how long the letters got, how I could work on one for three days
at a time, and that sometimes 1address them to Daisy and I just
write "I love you" again and again, pages and pages, until my hand
cramps and I drop the pen. Maybe then, I would be weird.
Gary didn't speak until the cigarette was done, and he
dropped it on the ground and snuffed it. "Keep it up, Bruce. Don't
stop."
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Late September, 1969
On Melancholy Hill
We get radioed to climb up this hill. It's thick with foliage,
Vietcong's already got a position up top, it's a small hill, but it
overlooks a river wide enough for boats. We need it for shipping.
It's a stupid idea to charge a hill, because you get tired and you
can't see shit, and the people up top can hear you fart and shoot
you before it stinks. It's suicide, but they seem to think it'll work if
it's nighttime.
Lieutenant Silva hands me the radio and takes black paint
and rubs it under my eyes. "Havard, you stay with this until we get
to the top. Only move if somebody's in a real jam."
There were lots of jams that night and not one of them
wasn't real.
We're almost taking the hill but Morgan's dead and Jay's
got a deep graze in his side. The radio tells Silva that there's more
coming in, that their reinforcements are enough to take out us and
the other platoon, and we need to retreat, so we do. I can't remem-
ber where I left Morgan, and I try to find him. I get lost. I'm alone
in No Man's Land.
Gary whistles and I find him and we wait. Silva wants to
call in a dustoff when we hear that there's no coddamn reinforce-:=>
merits. We need to take the hill.
And so we do, we catch them off guard and we take it, and
Silva stops worrying about taking prisoners because everyone of
them is dead on our arrival.
Gary and I lay bodies in a neat line.
Gary's voice is hoarse from yelling. "You see the view,
Bruce?" I do. It's a river that flows silver in the moonlight. "It's
beautiful. If only Morgan could see."
But Morgan's dead, and I lost him in the jungle, and the
view's fine but it's nothing to write home about.
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Bill Morgan
He was the first man I saw die.
The explosion was crystal clear, like a wet thud. The
sound's enough to punch you in the gut.
My ears were ringing but there was no mistaking the
screaming. At first I was afraid to move. But I took a breath and
crept forward until I found Morgan. He was in pieces. Like a
cherry pie dropped out of a windowsill. There wasn't much of him
left. I put my hands on him and couldn't find a wound in the blood
to press. Soon, Morgan was gone.
I can't get the gore out of my head. I've seen dead things,
covered in flies, melting. But Morgan was fresh, Morgan was still
screaming and bleeding.
Morgan once told me a story about his wife, Nancy. He
prefaced his story with how they met in college. Two kids at a
party, he said, gliding along the scene in a purple haze. Morgan
tells the preface laughing, jumping straight to their marriage, cit-
ing that Nancy must have been high to marry him. And then the
story begins. It's about their first apartment. I can see myself in my
first apartment. Maybe Daisy is there. Maybe we're married, and I
carry her over the threshold, like Morgan did for Nancy. Maybe I
trip over an extension cord and we both go tumbling into a stack of
boxes, like Morgan and Nancy. Morgan said they laughed harder
than anybody should be allowed to laugh, he said they laughed so
hard it hurt and they cried.
Then I hear Morgan's laugh and I see Morgan's body and
I can't separate the two. I just see Morgan, laughing himself to
pieces.
It's been a few days since we were on melancholy hill.
Sometimes when I close my eyes, I get this image that I'm blown
up, but I'm not laughing, I'm crying, and I've never gotten the
chance to see my apartment with Daisy.
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Late November
On Watch
On watch it's like being dead.
Your senses are gone. Everything's so dark and blink-
ing doesn't matter, the world's just as absent eyes open or eyes
closed. That's like being dead. And then there's the hum. I don't
even know if it's there or not, but it's this low hum, like a subhu-
man ears low hum, like I'm not supposed to hear it but I can feel it
vibrating in my chest. Maybe when you're dead, you hear and feel
the hum, as your body becomes one with the earth, which is spin-
ning and hurling through space.
On watch I cling to my rifle because the jungle is there
even though I can't see it, and the enemy is there even though they
don't want to be seen. In the silence I think of all the millions of
ways I could die sitting here. The easiest would be getting shot
in the head by a guy hundreds of feet away. No pain. I would just
drop dead, like a sack of rocks.
The sharpshooter could miss, too, and hit me somewhere
else, like the neck or the chest. I would choke to death, maybe
bleed out first. At least I would go home in one piece.
When I'm done thinking about the ways I can die, that's
when it gets really bad. Time's so slow on watch you feel like
you could recount every bit of your life in detail. So that's when I
think about Daisy and when the letter comes that she's breaking up
with me. That's when 1think about my dad's second heart attack
that would do him in. Out here in the boonies, things are day to
day, touch and go, but on watch, you got your whole life ahead of
you- or you don't.
When my turn is up I go and wake up the next guy, and I
lay down like I'm going to sleep, but it's hard to get off watch after
you've been on.
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February 1970
Dirty Magazines
Sometimes Azar Majeti could move like a shadow, and
he was silent as the sticky air when he came up behind me and
grabbed Daisy's photo out of my hand.
"So this is the broad, eh, Harvard?"
I didn't like that word. Daisy was not "broad." He called
me "Harvard" because he's an asshole.
Majeti held my picture of Daisy up to look at it. I could see
the consideration on his face. He must have been looking at the
way her hair, dark blonde, flowed past her shoulders, the way her
lips made a perfect circle as she blew bubbles, the picture snapped
just after three of them had floated out of the plastic loop.
Majeti whistled. "This is it? This is all she gave you to get
you through the long nights in the boonies? Not even a little cleav-
age, a tiny peek of nipple-"
I punched him in the face. "Fuck you! Fuck you!" I was
shouting, I was seeing white. Hands clamped down on my elbows
and I was being pulled away from Majeti. Someone was placing
the picture back in the palm of my head.
"Hey, come on!" Lieutenant Silva was shouting.
The hands roughly sat me down on the ground. I looked
up and saw Jay, who was grinning down on me. "She's pretty," he
said, nodding to the picture in my hand.
Delgato was holding Majeti, who was motionless, shit-eat-
ing grin on his face. His lower lip was bleeding. "I'm just sayin',
Harvard, you got something goin' on there and you best get the
goods while you can."
Jay put me in a headlock and I choked as I lunged for Ma-
jeti again.
Lieutenant Silva was a tall man, a little wiry, but everybody
said he knew kung fu. He didn't get mad often, and when he did,
it scared the shit out of us. He got right in Majeti's face and began
shouting at him, and even Delgato-Delgato, From the Bronx Del-
gato- was pissing himself.
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Jay let go of me, sat down next to me to watch the show.
The rest of the platoon was frozen, only the sounds of Silva's
shouting echoing through the trees.
When it was over, Delgato wandered over to us, and Majeti
slinked off with his tail between his legs, and Gary sat down too.
'''The face that launched a thousand ships,'" Jay said as he
passed Daisy's picture to Gary. I sat with my hands clenched in
my lap. They didn't look at Daisy like Majeti did, but I didn't like
"showing her off."
Delgato glanced at the picture, then he handed it back to
me. "Hey, no fuckiri' lie, 1 knew a guy whose girlfriend posed for
Playboy. Real saintly sonuvabitch, hadn't done much with the
broad except take her to shows and real nice dinners. One of those
d umbasses."
I swallowed. Like me, I thought.
"Listen, she runs off to LA and strips for the mag, and she
doesn't tell him until she knows she's got a spread, and she acts
like it's a gift." Delgato laughed. "Yeah! Some gift! Showin' off
your titties to a million dudes! Jesus. So he breaks up with her over
it. I'm serious!" Delgato threw a rock at Jay, who started laughing.
"He buys the magazine.
"Yeah, he buys it, it's still got the goddamn wrapper on it
and some Latina bitch with a big ass on the cover, and he told me
he had it for weeks without opening it. He just had it sitting on his
desk like a dirty placemat."
Everybody laughed. I chuckled, but I didn't see what the
big deal was. I doubted 1 could come to terms with anybody look-
ing at Daisy like that.
"Stupid," Gary laughed.
"I don't buy it," said Jay. "I'd have that thing ripped
open right at the gas station. I'd show everybody. I'd mail it to
her grandma." There was a pause as we stared at Jay, then we all
laughed again.
"Happy Easter, grandma! Here's my tittles!" Delgato
laughed.
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I put Daisy's picture in my pocket. I started not to care what
kinds of magazines she posed for as long as I lived to see them.
February, 1970
Mistakes
I was sleeping when Majeti kicked me.
The first thing I tasted was blood in my mouth, then the
stinging from where his boots scraped the skin on my face. The
nauseating pain from the impact followed.
"You don't fucking talk to me anymore." Majeti kicked
me in the chest. "Not a goddamn word. You don't look at me, you
don't think about me, you fucking leave me alone. And I swear to
God, if you tell one goddamn soul about this, I will kill you."
I was curled up in a ball, the sound of my coughing muffled
by the tight wince that sealed my mouth shut.
"You ran into a fucking tree when you were leaving to take
/ a dump. Got that'?"
The next morning I ignored questions about what happened
to my face, mumbling but wholeheartedly believing myself when I
told Gary that I ran into a tree. I didn't dare cross Majeti. I felt his
eyes on me as Lieutenant Silva stood over me and asked about my
face. Itwould be so easy for him to shoot me, right there, in front
of everyone, and I didn't think he would care about dishonorable
discharges or court orders or anything. Majeti killed so easily, like
it was his job.
I was due for a letter to Daisy before she thought I was
dead. I wrote a letter and I told her the war was boring. The mun-
dane routines. Jay described the war to his mother like it was a
football game, with lots of starting and stopping. Sometimes we
score and sometimes we get sacked on the fourth down in the red-
zone. Most of the time there's no scoring, Jay would say, just a lot
of walking place to place, and a lot of canned pound cake.
I spent the rest of the letter reminding Daisy that we're
well-fed but I'd kill for a double cheeseburger and a Coke with her
whenever I get home.
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Thirteen Cigarettes
by Daisy Rogers
I.
Under the ladybug blanket,
his upper lip twitches with sleep.
In dreams, he answers
"After I sleep, I will wake."
I let my cigarette die of cancer
on the counter by his couch.
II.
With the blue flame from his gas-station lighter,
he lit his last cigarette; he took a slow drag and asked:
"Where do birds sleep?"
/ III.
Behind the theatre,
she stands in tights, feathered headpiece,
babbling in Russian to an overweight stagehand.
Thick smoke issues from her frail frame.
Before the curtain,
she grinds the Camel into the pavement,
curling her toes deep underneath her.
A communal sigh with the chemicals.
IV.
Poor as fuck,
but he smokes a pack a day.
V.
A corpse in its grave still struggling to survive,
a Malboro left in the dirty bar ashtray.
Fumes still rising through the crowded air,
choking itself and coughing.
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VI.
After this electric sex,
escaping through the screen in the window
with his last sigh of smoke,
her technicolor screams.
VII.
Pollution, from my breath,
rising to the chemical sky.
More black tar heavy in my lungs.
VIII.
Before allowing me to drink of his leftover nicotine,
a perfume that desperately clung to my black hair,
Walt Whitman's boy gave me the morning.
Beneath us, stray cats fought in the streets.
One, patched with neutral color, missing his left ear.
IX.
Late fall's first Sunday paper
covering his war-torn teeth from view.
Kept warm by ashing the fighting American Spirit,
and cream, thick-knit wool sweaters.
X.
In the pounding beat of his penmanship,
existed fear, a terrible need for necessity.
From the tall, decided ts and is
to the long, sketched ys and Is
These sufferings quenched by a strong cigarette.
XI.
Like a steam engine,
24 Camel coals in the looking-glass ashtray,
so I can speak to my mother.
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XII.
A wild radioactivity between their bodies,
being fucked like mad.
She calmly smoked her carton of Parliaments,
and lifted her head when she heard the cat at the door.
XIII.
When the light touches our faces, I open my eyes.
You smell of stale freckles and last night's first cigarette.
You like to let your fingers sleep on my ribs.
You know nothing of the morning birds, because you dream until
afternoon.
/
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Ugly As Sin
by Ginnye Cubel
There sits in our closet
that hideous red shirt
that you bought on clearance
because you said
even ugly things need love.
A gross defect of that
passionate vermillion
that pushes through our
veins and stains the heart.
I wore it once
/ to a pirate-themed party.
I cinched it with a belt
and headed out
while you were in Cincinnati.
Michael, in all his cleverness,
said it looked like a 'cardinal sin'
as we lay in each other's arms.
I know I should burn it,
but I let it remain-
ugly as sin-
just in case
I need to wear it again.
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Snowlit
by Brian Gross
Maybe it was the snow that made me go
on that opening December night, the specks
floating across bastions of light that fall
perpetually conseguentessly, until they
build on my eyelashes and lips in the
8 o'clock dusk. The snow that made me go
on a stroll through all the days I hadn't slept
at a chapter ending, but lay restlessly wondering,
the women I had still never kissed, the problems
perpetually conseguentessly building on my eyes
and lips
and I slipped away. The wind tells me
to focus, the blue shine from the fluorescent pond
draws me over and I slipped away from the stress
and the coffee headache and the nine pages waiting
to be mislabeled my final draft. They'd keep waiting.
I drew my cell phone from its holster, the modern
lover's six shooter, and told that dear little loved one
it was time for me to tell her something worth saying.
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Habituation
by Mark Wilhelm
/
First I saw through his sternum
& pry it open-ribs
crack / sinews snap
- I wrap his clammy intestines
around my hand & remove
the Iifeless liver - which never reall y
lived but belonged to a living man
with a wife & two children-
both girls / eight & twelve
-who laughed during horror movies &
cried at his mother's funeral & feared
being alone & is now lying dismembered
/ toe-tagged in my hands.
This morning
I put on a pair of jeans-the rough denim
scraped against my thighs / pressed tight /
rubbed hard when I walked-but soon my
body adjusted to the friction /
it didn't bother me
anymore.
Now I take stock of this corpse
/ can't feel the denim.
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The Systematic Technological Advancement of Hell
by Eric Ellis
Joseph Robbins sipped his morning coffee and stared OUt
over thousands of tortured souls. They sizzled and seared, as if
each were a strip of bacon in their woeful condemnation. Robbins
imagined the familiar scent of breakfast his mother used to make
when he was a kid, though all he could smell now was recycled air.
Outside, the fires of Hell roared and consumed its eternal victinls.
In Robbins' office, however, the atmosphere settled dully beneath
the fluorescent lights that flickered every so often.
Robbins, perhaps Satan's seventh IT Director, was quite
nervous about the job before him. Those who had tried before
him were now among the delectable, crackling pieces of breakfast
outside his window. He knew in his work that there would be no
room for error-lest he face the wrath of Great Satan. The boss of
all bosses.
You know, I bet Dilbert would have something funny to say
about having Satan as a boss, he thought.
Essentially, Robbins' job was to update Hell's outdated da-
tabases-to meliorate the old systems that were now nothing more
than clunky, dusty, ancient relics. What would happen if the sys-
tems were left worn away, no one could say for sure. But Robbins
knew what to do. And he would update the databases efficiently
and reroute the wires appropriately and upgrade the servers dog-
matically, and ...
What's this?
"Mr. Robbins! Sir!"
A pudgy, pasty-white man with outstretched arms huffed as
he jogged towards Robbins.
Bernard. The internfrom financing, Great, Robbins
thought.
Bernard spoke with great difficulty, after a moment of
doubled-over panting:
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"Sir," he said. "The new SQL shipments are going to take
longer than expected!"
The flaming nether that engulfed Robbins' view grew wild.
Robbins sipped from his cup once more, his coffee lukewarm.
"Bernard," he sighed. "How long have you been here?"
"Two weeks, sir."
"Two weeks."
"Yes, sir."
"How do you keep such a good track of time down here?"
said Robbins, who turned away from the window to face the intern.
"I uhh - beg pardon?"
"You know, how do you know it's been two weeks? There's
no sunlight down here, unless you count the ... you know, the eter-
nal flames and whatnot."
Bernard looked around; as if he were unsure the question
was directed at him.
"I keep a calendar, sir."
Robbins chuckled.
"Oh, yeah. That's right," he said. "It's just strange ... being
alive and in Hell, isn't it? I've been here probably the same amount
of time you have, but it already feels like it's been forever. 1won-
der how they feel."
Robbins turned back to the window and sighed.
Bernard's cheeks became rosy.
"Sir, the SQL shipment-"
"Get FedEx on the phone and wring sorneone's neck. 1
don't care who or how," Robbins said.
"But," Bernard sighed.
"We are the deities of Hell, my friend. The Joves and the
oh, who else ... the Phoebuses that govern this realm."
"Phoebus?"
"Without us, our guidance, who here would look after such
things? We keep the order in this realm; contain the souls, keep
records of each inhabitant, just as God rules the heavens-or Jove
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or Zeus or Jesus or whatever name He goes by on any given cen,
tury. Just as humans pretend to rule over their regions and oceans."
Bernard, moved by Robbins' speech, nodded eagerly.
"Yes, sir! I'll get that SQL shipment in on time," he said. And With
that, he turned around and exited the office.
Robbins glanced back at the fires. The souls in the lake of
fire boiled languidly.
I wonder what it would look like with a sunrise, Robbins
thought as he took one last sip of what had now become caffein,
ated tar. He had a busy day ahead of him.
***
Robbins sat on a bench in the Elysium Park, just a few ruin-
utes' walk from his office-s-and by association, the Lake of Fire.
The park was the only lush part of Hell. The grass was green and
well-kempt, and wildflowers bloomed freely.
Fertilizer from the third circle, he mused, chuckling slight-
/ Iy.
Orpheus and Eurydice passed him; she walking in front
of him, then he in front of her. They giggled and laughed as they
walked and as they continued down the path and out of sight, Rob-
bins thought he heard Orpheus burst into a Broadway number-
"One" from A Chorus Line, perhaps.
He glanced down at his watch and sighed. Time to head
back.
At times it bugged him, being one of the only living beings
in the underworld. Today was one of those days. They were only
allowed to spend so much time at Elysian-the rest of the time
must be spent fulfilling the duties of their contracts. Just work-
ing for a living. There weren't many jobs left on Earth, so lots of
people started filing for jobs in Heaven and Hell. Only the Mor-
mons got the jobs in Cloud 9, they called it-like a nightclub.
I guess they were right all along, he thought.
Standing, Robbins looked down the path Orpheus and
Eurydice had taken, the green hills rolled fancifully into the barren
steppes of the Outlands. Now the lovers were tiny specs, dancing
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beneath the horizon. Robbins turned the other way and began
walking back towards his office.
At least things at work were going well, he thought. Ber-
nard had arranged for the SQL shipment to be delivered three days
earlier than originally quoted and at only a fraction of the cost.
Maybe the pasty intern did wring someone's neck. What Satan's
people called the "card catalogue" systems had been upgraded
finally to a shoddy operating system- Windows 98. But it would
have to do for now until the shipment of new computers and serv-
ers arrived as well.
From looking at the raw data, Robbins estimated that they
had about two months left before Hell reached one hundred bil-
lion souls. The shades and spirits in the brighter parts of Hell were
preparing a sort of celebration: something completely foreign to
Robbins-like the Setsubun or Boxing Day. At least the inhabitants
were in better moods than usual. That was probably the worst part
about being alive and in Hell. Everyone was in such a damned bad
mood outside of Elysium Park and Limbo. It was always, "woe is
me, this" and "why hath God forsaken me that."
Robbins reached the gate from Elysium Park to the access
roads behind all the circles. He thought it was kind of like being
behind the scenes at Disney World-you got to see all the mechan-
ics and pipes and wires that made all the magic happen. Before he
started working as Hell's IT director, he never knew that the Carnal
was actually made possible by thousands of fans and towering silos
of compressed air.
As he walked down the hidden sidewalk, Robbins couldn't
help but shake the image of Orpheus and Eurydice laughing and
embracing from his mind. Where was his Eurydice?
No, I can't look back, he thought. His feet carried him
deeper into Hell, all the way up to the ground-level of his office.
The big golden sign above the revolving doors read: "Bureau of
Underworld Intelligence."
For the remainder of the day he was in and out of meet-
ings-meetings that more or less told him nothing about the
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progress of his employees. Surely they knew the importance of
their work. Surely they wouldn't have been accepted into the Em-
ployment Abroad Special Locations program if they were incom-
petent. And surely they would not waste his time like this in these
meetings-and yet, here they were.
"The numbers from aboveground tell us around 256,002.9
people are dying per day and a rough percentage of 99.973 of those
people going to Hell..."
One of the mid-levels from the Research Department was
giving his spiel on a projector in one of the dusty, old conference
rooms.
"What are we going to do if there is a natural disaster?"
said Robbins.
"1- uh, what, sir?" said the speaker.
"You know. A hurricane, a monsoon ... earthquake, vol-
cano, whatever. What then?"
"What do you mean?"
Robbins sighed and pinched the bridge of his nose.
"You mean you don't see how an extra influx upwards of
hundreds of thousands of souls could be an issue that would cause
us a bit of distress?" said Robbins.
The speaker gulped and stammered, unable to find a re-
sponse.
"Okay, then. Someone capable enough to handle the re-
sponsibilities of their own job, please take down a few notes.
Someone get the Fates on the phone and see if they have any natu-
ral disasters lined up any time within the next two months-you'll
need a few people to decipher the riddle-ridden legal notes they
hand over and you may need a lawyer or two to handle all the fine
print. Can someone do that for me, please? I don't care who."
"Yes, sir," said one of the other men wearing a white-collar
shirt.
"Good," said Robbins. "I'rn the Director, not your mother."
Robbins sighed again as everyone else filed out of the
stuffy conference room. For a long while, he just sat there, his
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eyes transfixed, yet unseeing.
Where is my Eurydice? he thought.
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Manuscripts Staff Biographies
Farhad Anwarzai is a senior English Writing major. After gradua-
tion, he may take the CIA up on their offer.
Ginnye Cubel is a quick-witted Libra with a heart of pyrite. When
not practicing the many arcane rituals required to run Manuscripts,
she can usually be found quoting Edna St. Vincent Millay or
watching Sex and the City.
Halie Davila, Junior English Writing Major, spends her days cater-
ing to the demands of Butler's English faculty as their loyal yet
sarcastic and sassy student assistant. While its hard for her to find
time away from the laborious, never-ending examinations of Man-
uscripts' submissions, she manages to spend free time manicuring
her garden, dancing under the stars, and establishing boy-free earth
pony clubs with fellow Manuscripts staffer Kate Newman.
/ Ally Denton is a Creative Writing major from Indianapolis, though
she's certain her true home lies in Canada. When she's not hanging
out with fellow 'Scripter Halie Davila, Ally enjoys writing music
reviews and pretending to be athletic while running. One day she
hopes to become the proud mother of two greyhound puppies since
no else seems to think they're very cute.
Eric Ellis denies ever having worked on the Manuscripts staff (but
was actually required by Butler University's Rules and Regula-
tions: Standards and Practices Mission Statement, Article 3, to
comply in a respectful manner about the matter). So it was request-
ed by his representative that this bio be only fifty words
Sabrina Gregory resides in Massachusetts. She was raised by her
two loving and eccentric aunts. She also has a lovable, mischievous
black cat, Salem, who she likes to think talks back to her at times.
Her hobbies include hanging with friends, making potions and
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casting spells on unsuspecting humans.
Spenser Isdahl became the Editor-in-Chief of Manuscripts follow-
ing a short administrative dispute in 2010 most often referred to as
the "Great Schism." Though few records remain from this period,
it must be noted that most of them smell of ash and all are stained
with blood.
Kate Newman likes refined sugar, raw sugar, brown sugar, sugar
sprinkles, and books.
Joanna Parypinski recently escaped from the insane asylum and
has been masquerading as a senior Creative Writing major. She
might be spotted reading about dead mermaids or using her tele-
pathic powers to brainwash the publishing industry into loving her
novel. If you see her, please contact the proper authorities at http://
joannapary.wordpress.com.
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